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Abstract: Practice makes perfect. Human beings can learn to perform a task perfectly by repeating 

this task sufficient times, which is the simple idea for rehabilitation robotics. For example, in post-

stroke rehabilitation, the widely adopted concept of neurocognitive rehabilitation is an original 

application of motor re-learning theories imitating human learning; a highly intense and repetitive task 

routine delivered via robot-assisted therapy is shown to achieve improved motor function for post-

stroke patients at different settings. This concept motivates the developments of various rehabilitation 

robots. In this regard, the well-known learning control (LC) strategy, which is specifically developed 

to achieve high tracking performance of repetitive tasks in industry since 1978, becomes a natural 

choice for controller designs to accommodate rehabilitation robots. It is noted that, different from many 

control algorithms using either output feedback or state feedback, the LC algorithms also use the 

information from previous trials or iterations to improve the performance in the current iteration.  

This talk summarizes the state-of-the-art in LC designs and provides examples how different LC 

algorithms can be applied to solve the challenging problems in rehabilitation robotics. Opportunities 

for integration of learning control into the rehabilitation robotics will be discussed and open research 

questions for control-theoretic advancements will also be presented. 
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